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Guide Generator View and download Powermate Powermate – Specifications of Coleman Coleman Powermate Generator 30OHV 4-Stroke Gas Generator – Duration: 3:14. Just thought I'd keep everyone updated quickly. Great Generator with Briggs Stratt Engine 6hp OHV Manual for COLEMAN Generator Owner Coleman Installation
Guide COLEMAN Download Manual for Model PM0422505 Coleman Generator – Powermate Electric Sears PartsDirect has manual parts, diagram, parts for everyone. July 20- Look for a parts guide for the old Coleman Powermate Generator 37watt # PM0543000 Oct 20- Source: Coleman Powermate 62generator. Portable Vx
Generator PM01050Powermate 50Watt Manual Start Parts Powermate Portable Generator PM012320Watt With Manual Startup Power Pack PM01030Vx 7Watt 212cc Gas Powered Portable Generator A-iPower 000W Gasoline Starter Generator Buy Portable Powermate Generator PM0103030Watt With Manual Max Wattage:
750WModel: Motor: Outlet Number: 4W: 000WRun Forum Discussion: I have a Coleman pm04018generator version and it was run. I think from the manual I should change the oil, but I think Coleman Powermate technicians are available 24 hours a day. Nov 20- One type of Coleman Generator Generator Guide. The new generators are
designed and manufactured to high standards for reliability, ease of use. Page 2 Portable Generator Owners Manually Powermate CX1400/3500/5500 Version:_ Failure to follow this warning may result in death or serious injury. Register your Powermate product at: www.powermate.com 1-800-445-1805 This guide notes for future
reference warnings: California proposal 65 exhaust engine exhaust and some components are known in California, causing cancer, birth defects and other reproductive hazards. Warning: California proposals This product contains or releases chemicals known in California, causing cancer, birth defects and other reproductive hazards.
Part-1 Introduction and safety, thank you for purchasing Powermate products, this unit is designed to provide high performance, efficient operation and years of use when properly maintained. WARNING: The Advisory Manual reads and fully understands the manual before using the product. Failure to fully understand the manual and
product may result in death or serious injury if it is not understood any part of the manual, please contact the nearest independent licensed service representative (IASD) or contact Powermate Customer Service at 1-800-445-1805 or www.powermate.com with any questions or concerns. Proper maintenance and safe use of equipment
Before using the service or storage of this generator: Carefully study all the warnings in this manual and on the product. Get acquainted with this manual and the unit before use, please refer to the assembly section of the manual for instructions on the final assembly process. Follow the instructions completely. Save these instructions for
future reference. Always put this guide to any person who will use this machine. The information contained herein is subject to machinery in production at the time of publication. Manufacturer safety rules cannot predict all possible scenarios that may cause harm. The warnings in this guide and on the tags and stickers attached to the unit
are not all-inclusive. If you're using a specific method or technique that the manufacturer doesn't recommend, make sure that this process is safe for others. Also, make sure that the steps, procedures or techniques used do not incur the device. Throughout this publication and on the tags and stickers attached to the danger generator,
warning, caution and blog notes were used to alert personnel special instructions about potentially dangerous specific actions if mistreed or reckless. Observe carefully. Their definitions are as follows: danger: indicative of dangerous situations, which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. WARNING: Indicates a dangerous
situation which, if not avoided, may result in death or serious injury: indicates a dangerous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injuries. Note: Note contains additional information that is important to the procedure and can be found within the normal text of this guide. These safety warnings cannot eliminate the
dangers they identify. Common sense and strict compliance with special instructions at the time of processing or service are necessary to prevent accidents. Safety symbols and hazardous meanings: asphyxiation, working engine produces carbon monoxide, colorless, odorless, toxic gases of carbon monoxide, if not avoided, will result in
death or serious injury. If you begin to feel discomfort, dizziness or weakness after the generator works, move immediately to fresh air. Go to the doctor because you can poison carbon monoxide. The exhaust system hazard must be properly maintained. Do not change or modify the exhaust system so that it is not safe or inconsistent with
local code and/or standards. Failure to do so will result in death or serious injury. Hazardous Electricity Exposure to water sources, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. Hazardous Electricity Turn on the utility and emergency power supply to turn it off before connecting the power. Failure to do so will result in death or serious
injury. Alarm &amp; Property Damage Do not change the construction, installation or ventilation blocks for the generator. Failure to do so may result in unsafe operation or damage to the generator. Asphyxiation Warning Always use a battery that carries a carbon monoxide alarm in the house and is always installed in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. Failure to do so can result in death or serious injury. Alarm &amp; Property Damage Do not use the unit on uneven surfaces or areas with excessive moisture, dirt, dust or corrosive vapors. Doing so can result in fatalities, serious property injuries and equipment damage. Moving Parts Warning Keep clothes,
hair and organs out of moving parts. Failure to do so can result in death or serious injury. When using the machine, do not touch hot surfaces. Keep the machine away from combustible during use. Hot surfaces can result in severe burns or fires. Warning Do not put any objects through the air cooled cavity. The generator can start at any
time and can cause death, serious injury and unit damage. Injury Risk Warning Do not work or service this machine if it is not fully notified. Fatigue can impair the ability to provide this device and can cause death or serious injury. Device Injury &amp; Damage Warning Doing so may damage the falling parts of unsafe equipment and may
result in death or serious injury. The warning device is corrupted. Do so, it may result in serious injury, death or equipment failure or damage. For safety reasons, it is recommended to maintain this device by IASD, check the generator regularly and contact the nearest IASD for parts that require repair or replacement. 1. Generator
Components 120 V AC, 20 Amps Duplex Receptacle 120/240 V AC, 30 Amp Lock Receiver (NEMA L14-30R) Circuit Breaker (AC) On/Off Hour Ground Absorber Fuel Tank Oil Tank Oil Tank 30 Amp Lock Container (NEMA L5-30R)120V Ground Hour Ground Shock Absorber Oil Tank 30 Amp Lock Container (NEMA L5-30R)120V Ac, AC
30 Amp Receiver (NEMA TT-30R) 2-Pole Circuit Breaker (AC)120V AC, 20A GFCI Duplex Receptacle (CX5500 CARB only) Know Your Generator: Consult guide, read and understand the manual completely before using the product. A complete incomprehension of the manual and product may result in a replacement owner's manual for
death or serious injury.com. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) (and California Air Resources Board (CARB) for California-certified engines/equipment This engine/equipment is required to meet exhaust and evaporation standards. Find emission compliance stickers on the engine to set applicable standards. For emissions
warranty information, please refer to the included emission warranty. It is important to observe the maintenance requirements in the manual to ensure that the engine meets the applicable emission standards throughout the life of the product. Product Specifications 120 VAC Connector Plug, 20 Amp, Duplex Receptacle Outlet 120V Is
Overly Protected by 20 Amp Press Circuit Breakers. Note: Limited length of extension cord to fifteen feet or less to prevent voltage drop and overheating of wires. Figure 2-5 120 VAC, 20 Amp, Duplex Receptacle NEMA 5-20R 120 VAC, 20 Amp, GFCI Duplex Recep Recep Duplex Receptacle (if installed outlet) 120V is overly protected by
circuit breaker 20 see amp 2-6, each container will power 120Vac, Use only high quality, wellinsulated, 3-wire grounding rated series for 125 Volts at 20 Amps (or more). Note: Limit the length of the extension cord to fifteen feet or less to prevent reduced voltage and overheating of the power cord. Figure 2-6 120 VAC, 20 Amp, GFCI
Duplex Receptacle NEMA 5-20R 120 VAC, 30 Amp Receptacle Use the NEMA TT-30R plug with this support. Connect the appropriate 3-wire unit to the plug and load required. Wiring kits should be rated for 125 VOLTs AC at 30 amps (or more). See Figure 2-7 Using this receiver to use 120V AC, 60Hz, Single phase load requiring
maximum power 3600 W (3.6kW) at 30 Amps Outlet is protected by 30 Amp press circuit breakers, 2-7 120 VAC, 30 Amps NEMA TT-30R 120/240 VAC, 30 Amps Receiver Plug N LEMA14-30 with this compatible lock (rotating lock to unlock/unlock) Connect the appropriate 4-wire grounding to plug and load the desired. The wiring unit
should be rated 250 volts AC at 30 amps (or more). See Figure 2-8 Using this receiver for 120 Volts AC, 60 Hz, single phase load requiring maximum power of 2760 watts (2.7 kW) at 23 Amps or 240 Volts AC, 60 Hz, single phase load requiring maximum power of 5520 watts (5.5 kW) circuit breaker 23 amps, 23 amps outlet protected by
2-pole 23 3 3-circuit breakers. Figure 2-8 120/240 VAC, 30 Amp Receiver NEMA L14-30R 110/120 VAC, 30 Amp Receptacle Using NEMA L5-30 Plug With This Support (Rotate to Connect 3 wires that are suitable for the plug and load required. Wiring kits should be rated for 125 VOLTs AC at 30 amps (or more). See Figure 2-9 Using this
receiver to operate 120 V AC, 60Hz, single phase load requiring maximum power of 3600 Watts (3.6kW) at 30 Amps, the outlet is protected by a 30 amp press circuit breaker, 2-9 120 VAC, 30 Amp Receptacle Nema LEMA5-30, remove the contents from the box by cutting down the box completely from the bottom. Delete and check the
contents of the box before assembly. The contents of the box should include the following: Table 2 Accessories 3. 4. Save the format, serial number, and purchase date on the front cover of this manual of assembly warning: Consulting guide read and understand the manual completely before using the product. Not fully understanding the
manual and product can result in death or serious injury. Contact Powermate Customer Service at 1-800-445-1805 for any assembly issues or concerns, please specify the model and serial number. The following tools are required to install the accessory kit. Note: Wheels are not intended for road use, the CX3500 mounting wheels are as
follows: slide shaft legs (2) through wheels (1), m10 x 4mm (6) flat washers and frames. Insert the letter pins (3) through the shaft (2), the curved tab (of the cotter pin) on the outside to lock into the frame foot assembly as follows: slide foot (5), nyloc m6 nut (9) and foot spacer (4) onto the M6 x 25 (7) bolt aligned through the hole. In the
frame rail and fastened with M8 x 65 (8) bolts, figure 2-10 wheels and foot assemblies (CX3500) CX5500 mount the wheels as follows: slide shaft legs (3) through wheels (1), M12 x 4mm flat washer (7) and frame. Install M12 x 4mm flat washer (7) and insert the pins (4) through the shaft (3), the curved tab (of the cotter pin) on the outside
to lock into the frame foot assembly as follows: flat washer slide M8 (9), rubber foot (6), foot spacer (5) onto the M8 x 80 (10) bolt, aligned through the hole in the frame rail. And secure with nyloc m8 nut (12) install the handle as follows: Slide M8 x 50 bolts (10) through handle brackets and handles(2) safe with nyloc m8 nut (12) Figure 2-
11 Assembling wheel, handle and foot (CX5500) add caution to engine oil: engine damage. Check the appropriate type and quantity of engine oil before starting the engine. Place the generator on a level surface. Make sure the refueling area is clean, remove the fuel cap and wipe clean. 4.Add the recommended engine oil of the climate to
determine the viscosity of the engine oil, suitable see the chart to choose the correct viscosity. Note: Petroleum oil (supplied) is used for engines before using synthetic oils. Note: Some units have more than one refueling position. It is only necessary. Using one refueling point of 5.thread dipped into the oil filler's neck oil level is checked
with a fully dipstick installation 6. Fuel hazards: explosions and fires of flammable fuels and vapors and extreme explosions. Increase fuel in well-ventilated areas Keep the fire and spark away. Failure to do so will result in death or serious injury: do not fill up too much fuel tank. Fill 1/2 in the top of the tank so that fuel can be expanded.
Adding too much water can cause fuel to spill onto the engine, causing a fire or explosion, which can result in death or serious injury. Fuel requirements are as follows: clean, fresh, unleaded gasoline of a minimum rating of 87 octane/87 AKI (91 RON), ethanol (gasohol) up to 10% acceptable (recommended for use non-premium ethanol
fuel). Do not use E85, do not use oil, gas mixture. Do not modify the engine to work on the spare fuel. Make sure the unit is turned off and cooled for at least two minutes before refueling. Place the unit on the ground level in a well-ventilated area. Clean the area around the fuel cap and remove it slowly. Do not fill over the red fuel indicator
(A). See Figure 2- 14.Install the fuel cover. Figure 2-14 adds a recommended fuel note: Allow fuel spills to evaporate before starting the unit. Alcohol-containing fuels (also known as gasohol, ethanol or methanol) It can attract moisture, which leads to isolation and the formation of acids during storage. Acidic gases can destroy the engine's
fuel system while in storage. To avoid engine problems, the fuel system should be cleared before storage 30 days or longer. Do not use the engine or carburetor cleaning products in the fuel tank as it may cause permanent damage. Part-3 Operation and Usage Questions Call Powermate Customer Service at 1-800-445-1805 with
questions or concerns about operation and maintenance of equipment. Before starting the engine, check the correct oil level. Make sure the fuel level is correct. Ensure that the unit is safe on the ground, the level with proper clearance and in the area is well ventilated. Prepare generators for hazardous applications: asphyxiation, working
engines produce carbon monoxide, colorless, odorless, carbon monoxide poisoning, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. Do not change or modify the exhaust system so that it is not safe or inconsistent with local code and/or standards. Failure to do so will result in death or serious injury. Warning: The risk of fire Failure to
do so can result in death or serious injury. Warning: Asphyxiation Always use the battery. Always use the battery. Carbon monoxide alarm indoors and installed according to the manufacturer's instructions of not doing so can result in death or serious injury. Warning: The risk of fire Hot surfaces can ignite, resulting in fires, fires can result
in death or serious injury. When using the machine, do not touch hot surfaces. Keep the machine away from combustible during use. Hot surfaces can result in severe burns or fires. CAUTION: Equipment and property damage Disconnecting the power load before starting or stopping the unit of not doing so may result in damage to
equipment and property. Grounding generator when using the generator is equipped terminals for the connection of the grounding connector system. Article 250.34 (A) does not require the frame of the generator to connect to the grounding connector system when the generator supplies power to the power cord and plugs the connected
device through the receiver on the generator. When the generator supplies power to a 3-pole manual transfer switch or distribution panel board for temporary power, the grounding electrode system must be installed and connected to the grounding connector on the generator. See NEC 250.30, 250.34 and 250.52 for clarification. See
Figure 3-1 • Neutralized with photo frames 3-1.Grounding generators, special specifications, federal or state regulations review, occupational health and health administration. Local code or ordinance applied to the preferred generator. Consult an electrician, electrical inspector or local authority with a jurisdiction: in some areas, generators
must be registered with local utility companies. If using a generator on a construction site, there may be additional rules which must be followed. Connecting the generator to the building power system when directly connected to the building electrical system, it is recommended to use the transfer switch manually. Connections for portable
generators to building electrical systems must be made by qualified electricians and in strict compliance with all electricity codes and national and local laws. Know the limits Generators overload generators can result in damage to generators and connected electrical equipment. Notice the following to prevent overload: increase the total
wattage of all electrical equipment to be connected in a single evening. All this should not be greater than the wattage capacity of the generator. Rated wattage of power can be taken from the lamp. Rated watts of tools, appliances and motors can be found on data labels or stickers attached to the device. If the machine, the tool or motor
does not give the wattage, multiply the volt times, amperate to determine the watt (volt x Amp = Watt) Some electric motors, such as the induction type, require about three times more power. This surge only takes a few seconds when the motor starts. Make sure to allow high initial wattage when choosing electrical equipment to connect
to the generator: find the wattage needed to start the largest motor. The Watt reference guide is intended to help determine how many items the generator can run in a quartertime. Note: All numbers are approximate. View the on-board data label for wattage specifications. Table 3. Reference Reference Watts Transport/Tipping Unit Does
Not Work, Store or Transport Unit at an angle greater than 15 degrees. Kicking back can result in death or serious injury. CAUTION: Equipment and property damage Disconnecting the power load before starting or stopping the unit of not doing so may result in damage to equipment and property. Unplug all electrical loads from the
housing support before starting the engine. Place the generator on a level surface. See Figure 3-2 Turn off the fuel valve (A), turn the engine switch on/off (B) to on. See Figure 3-2 5.Slide Engine Choke (c) to full position. See figure 3-2, grip, shrink (D) tightly and pull slowly until you feel increased resistance. Pull quickly and away. 7.
When the engine starts, move the choke lever to 1/2 choke position until the engine runs smoothly, then fully in its upper position. Pushto Reset If the amperage level of the circuit breaker breaker is exceeded, the circuit breaker will open and the power output to the support will disappear. Read the limits know Careful generator The



generator turns off the device and damages the property. Disconnecting the power load before starting or stopping the unit of not doing so may result in damage to equipment and property. Turn off all loads and unplug the power load from the compatible generator panel, allowing the engine to run without loading for several minutes to
stabilize the internal temperature of the engine and generator. Move the on/off switch to off. Turn off the fuel valve. Note: Under normal conditions, turn off the fuel valve and allow the generator to run the carburetor bowl out of the fuel. For emergencies, switch to low oil level shutdown system, the engine installs a low oil level sensor that
automatically turns off the engine when the oil level drops below the specified level. The engine will not work until the oil is added to the appropriate level. If the engine shuts down and there is enough. Check the engine oil level of Part-4. The manufacturer recommends carrying out all maintenance by an independent authorized service
dealer (IASD), maintenance, replacement or repair of equipment, and regular emissions control systems may be carried out by the repair shop or the person selected by the owner. However, in order to obtain a free emission control guarantee service, the work must be carried out by IASD, see the emission guarantee. Note: Contact
Powermate Customer Service at 1- 800-445-1805 with questions about changing components. Maintenance schedule stipulated at the time of maintenance, whichever happens before use. Note: Unsolicited conditions must be used more often. Note: All necessary services and modifications should be seasonal as detailed in the following
chart. Dirt or debris protection can cause improper operation and damage to the device. Clean the generator every day or before each use, keep the area around and after the scarf free from combustible debris. Check all cold air vents on the generator. WARNING: Do not insert any objects through the air cooled cavity. The generator can
start at any time and can cause death, serious injury and unit damage. Use a damp cloth, wipe the exterior surface thoroughly. Use a soft bristle brush to loosen the cake on the oil dirt. Use a vacuum to pick up dirt and loose debris. Low-pressure air (up to 25 psi) may be used to blow dirt. Check the cold air channel and openings on the
generator. These openings must be kept clean and unobstructed. Note: Do not use garden hoses to clean the generator. Water can enter the engine fuel system and cause problems. If water enters the generator through a cold air vent channel, some water is stored in the gaps and crevices of insulation, rotors and stators. The
accumulation of water and dirt on the internal coil generator reduces the insulating resistance of the coil. Engine maintenance warning: Accidental startup, unplugged the spark plug cable when working on the machine. Failure to do so may result in death or serious injury, engine oil advice: In order to maintain the warranty, the product
should be provided in accordance with the instructions of this guide. For your convenience, the maintenance kits designed and intended for use with this product are provided by manufacturers with oil, oil filters, air filters, spark plugs, towels, shops and funnels. These kits can be obtained from an independent authorized service dealer
(IASD) monitoring engine oil level warning: the risk of combustion. Failure to do so can result in death or serious injury. Check the oil level before each or every 8 hours of operation. Place the generator on a clean surface. See Figure 4-1, remove the fuel cover and wipe clean. Dipstick 4.Screw dipped into the filler's neck, remove the
dipstick and check the oil level is in a safe working range. See Figure 4-2 5.Add the recommended engine oil as needed of 6.Install the refueling cap and hand-tightening. Only one refueling point is required. Change engine oil warning: Accidental start of Unplugged spark plug cable when working on the machine. Failure to do so can result
in death or serious injury. When using a generator under harsh conditions, dirty dust or in hot conditions, it is arranged to replace the oil more often. Note: Do not pollute the resource reserves, return the used oil to the storage center, replace the oil while the engine remains warm from operation, as follows: place the generator on the level
surface, remove the spark plug cable from the spark plug and place the wire that cannot contact the spark plug. Clean area around refueling and oil drain plugs. Remove the refueling cap. Unplug the oil drain and drain it completely into the right container. Install the oil drain plug and tighten it. Gently pour the oil into the oil, fill open until
the oil level is in a safe working range. Don't fill too much. Install the refueling cap and tighten the hand. Wipe the spilled oil. Get rid of oil properly in accordance with all applicable regulations. The air filter engine is not working properly and may be damaged if it works with a dirty air filter. Air filters serve more often in dirty or dusty
conditions. To provide air filter service: See Figure 4-3, rotate the knob (A) and remove the air filter cover. Wash in soapy water. Squeeze the dry filter in a clean cloth (do not twist), clean the air filter cover before reinstalling. Note: To order a new air purifier Please contact the nearest authorized service center at 1-888-436-3722 service
spark plug to service spark plug: clean the area around the spark plug, remove and inspect the spark plug. Check the electrode gap with the wire sensing gauge and reset the spark plug gap to 0.028- 0.031 inches (0.7-0.8 mm). See Figure 4-4 Note: Replace the spark plug if the electrode has a burned hole or a broken porcelain. Use only
the recommended replacement plugs. View Specifications 4.Install finger spark plugs tightly, and tighten the additional turn 3/8 to 1/2 using the scarves check spark wrench and Spark Arrestor NOTE: It is a violation of California Public Resources Code Section 4442 to use or operate an engine on land covered with brush or grass, unless
the exhaust system installs a spark catcher as defined in Section 4442. Contact the original equipment manufacturer, retailer or dealer to obtain a spark catcher designed for the exhaust system installed in this engine. Note: Use only replacement parts for the original equipment. Check the scarf for cracks. Remove the spark grip if
installed, check for damage or carbon blockage. Replace parts as needed. Check the spark catcher screen (CARB version). When using the machine, do not touch hot surfaces. Keep the machine away from combustible during use. Hot surfaces can result in severe burns or fires. See Figure 4-5, loosen the screws and remove the clamp
(A) and bracket (B), remove the mounting screw (C) from the scarf outlet pipe. Remove the screen (D) and replace if torn, perforated or damaged. If the screen is not damaged, clean it with commercial solvents. Replace the screen and fasteners with screws. Install the clamp. Key valve clearance note: If uncomfortable about making this
procedure, or the right tool is not available, use the generator to the nearest service center to have the valve clearance adjustment. Check the valve clearance after the first fifty hours of operation. Adjusted Exhaust – 0.1 mm ± 0.02 mm (cold) (0.004 ± 0.001 inches) Exhaust – 0.15 mm ± 0.02 mm (cold) (0.006 ± 0.001 inches) Flammable
and explosive fuels and vapours Store fuel in well-ventilated areas. Keep the fire and spark away. Failure to do so will result in death or serious injury. Warning: The risk of fire Make sure the machine is properly cooled before installing the cover and storage machine. Hot surfaces can cause fires. It is recommended to start and run the
generator for 30 minutes every 30 days. Do not place the storage cover on the hot generator. Allow the unit to cool to room temperature before storage. Do not store fuel from one season to another unless properly treated. Replace fuel containers if rust exists. Rust in fuel will cause fuel system problems. Suitable moisture-proof cover
cover Store the unit in a clean and dry area. Always keep generators and fuel away from heat sources and ignitions. Preparing the fuel system for storing stored fuel more than 30 days can go badly and damage the components of the fuel system. Refuel, use fuel stabilizer. If the fuel stabilizer is added to the fuel system, prepare and run
the engine for long-term storage. Run the engine for 10-15 minutes to circulate the stabilizer throughout the fuel system. The fuel adequately prepared can be stored for up to 24 months. It is recommended to use the fuel stabilizer in the fuel storage container to keep the fuel fresh. Replace the engine oil, remove the spark plug, pour a
tablespoon (5-10cc) of clean engine oil or spray the appropriate smog spray into the cylinder. WARNING: Loss of vision requires eye protection to avoid spray from the spark plug hole when the engine cranks. 5.Install the spark plug of 6.Pull the shrinkage slowly until it feels the resistance of this to close the valve so that moisture can not
enter the engine cylinder. Gradually release the contraction. Replace Oil Changer Pre-Storage Powermate-CX1400-3500-5500-Manual Optimization PDF Powermate-CX1400-3500-5500-5500-Original ManualDownload Colman-Powermate-PM0435001-Original ManualDownload Colman-Powermate-Maxa-500-Post-ER-000-ER-ER
Thoughts, seeing!
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